Enhanced
control for print
environments
SECURITY & COST
CONTROL PACK

you can

It’s easy to introduce a powerful new set of
capabilities into your Canon multifunctional
printers (MFPs) with the Security & Cost
Control Pack. This highly cost-effective
software accessory improves document
security and with activity tracking, can help
save money too.

Activity tracking & cost savings

Convenient printing

Details of every print, copy and scan job
and its costs are recorded, enabling
managers to obtain reports showing usage
for each user. The software distinguishes
between black-and-white and colour
printing, paper sizes, and records all
scanning and sending activities.

Thanks to My-Print-Anywhere, documents
can be picked up at any device on the
network where the application is stored.
Users simply identify themselves
at the most convenient MFP and the relevant
documents are instantly printed.

You can use this valuable information to
save money, for example, by requesting that
users frequently printing in colour restrict
this activity to specific document types.

Secure printing
Now you can ensure confidential
information stays that way. Secure printing
means that documents are printed only
when the relevant user authenticates
themself at the MFP. This eliminates the
problem of overflowing printer output trays,
where uncollected documents can be
viewed by those not authorised to do so. And
since prints are retrieved only when they’re
needed, there are no forgotten documents
and therefore less paper wastage.

Flexible identification methods
A number of ways exist for users to
authenticate themselves at the Canon MFP.
For example, PIN numbers, usernames and
passwords or job codes. With Security &
Cost Control Pack you can also use the HlD
contactless technology cards provided as an
option with the software.

Scalable solution
As your business grows and your number
of devices increases or you simply just
need more control, you can upgrade
to uniFLOW Output Manager to continue
managing your print process.

Key benefits:
– Know usage
• toSavings
reduce costs
Security - Keep sensitive
• information
in the right hands
Convenience - Collect prints
• wherever
best suits
• Control - Track usage and costs

Specification: Security & Cost Control Pack
Compatible devices
Connectivity
Compatible environments
Operating environment
CPU
HDD capacity
Memory
Paging file size
OS
Web browser

Any UFR II, MEAP capable imageRUNNER
Supports up to 5 devices (serverless)
Supports up to 50 users (serverless)
Windows 2000 onwards

PentiumIII 800MHz 256MB
100MB or more
256MB or more
192MB or more
Windows 2000 Professional SP4
Windows XP Professional SP2
Windows Vista Business/Ultimate-Edition
Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 SP1/SP2
Microsoft Internet Explorer 7.0
Although IE7 allows tabbed browsing,
it is a premise for AM4M to use one tab.
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Security & Cost Control Pack process
1. User prints their job to the
Serverless Secure Print queue.
User chooses a method that
they will use to identify
themselves at the device. Print
job is stored on the user’s PC.

2. User walks to any of the
Canon iR devices and
identifies themselves using
their chosen method.

4. Selected jobs are pulled from
the client’s PC to the Canon iR
where they are printed.
5. iW Accounting Manager for
MEAP accounts the job.

3. User is shown a list of their
waiting jobs and selects the
ones they want to release.

6. Administrator can check the
usage of all devices from a PC
Administrator on the network.
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